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*Check with your SIS and verify and update State Reporting options/configurations. 

Category: 

InterchangeStudentDisciplineExtension 
� Review Special education students for Discipline 
� Run local Discipline reports for accuracy and completeness to be shared with campus 

administrators 
� Run local reports to see who will trigger PBM errors (TEA Data Validation Monitoring Discipline) 
� Run Discrepancies between Attendance and Discipline (ex: anybody who was marked Absent in 

Control Period, but had a Discipline Record for that day such as ISS) 
� Check for CTE funding in Discipline Setting (ex: Students not receiving CTE services for five or 

more days while in a DAEP/ISS setting must be withdrawn from the program during that time. 
Verify all data.) 

� TSDS PEIMS Report PDM3-132-003 Student Disciplinary Action Summary – Check and give to 
administrator to see Reasons and Action codes reported for district and or campus.  Incorrect 
reporting can result in a PBM Data Monitoring report issue. 

� Have Campus Principals/Discipline Officer sign off that they have reviewed their TSDS 
reports for accuracy. 
 

 
Some Data Quality Queries: 

� Incidents without Actions 
� Incidents without all fields entered for Action Record 
� Incidents without mandatory actions taken (and no Action Codes 27 or 28) 
� Days actual greater than the remaining days of school 
� Action Code 27 and student is not coded Special Education 
� OSS days compared to Attendance days 
� ISS days compared to Attendance days 
� OSS greater than 3 days 
� Length term inconsistent with the student code of conduct guidelines 
� Counts of Discipline Actions for Special education 
� Same Incident Numbers with different incident dates 
� Action Codes with OSS with a decimal for Days 
� If actual and scheduled days is different but difference reason code is not entered 
� DAEP greater than 5 days but CTE Contact hours is greater than 0 
� JJAEP greater than 5 days but CTE Contact hours is greater than 0 
� ISS greater than 5 days but CTE Contact hours is greater than 0 

 
 
 

 
 

 


